Abstract Open channel flows subjected to a longitudinal transition in roughness, from bed friction to emergent cylinder drag and vice versa, are investigated experimentally in an 18-m-long laboratory flume. These are compared to uniform flows subject to (1) bed roughness only and (2) an array of emergent vertical cylinders installed on bed roughness. The near-bed region is investigated in detail for uniform flows through the cylinder array. The water column can be divided into two parts: a region of constant velocity and a boundary layer near the channel bed. In the latter region, a local increase in velocity, or velocity bulge, is observed in line of a cylinder row. The velocity bulge may be related to the disorganization of the von Kármán vortex street by the bed-induced turbulence, resulting in reduced momentum loss in the cylinder wake. The boundary layer height is found to be independent of water depth and bed roughness (smooth or rough bottom). Strong oscillations of the free surface (seiching) are observed. Oscillation amplitude is dependent on the longitudinal position within the cylinder array and is found to decrease with decreasing array length. When water depth/boundary layer height ratio is close to unity, the disorganization of the von Kármán vortex street throughout the water column prevents seiching from occurring. In the case of roughness transition flows, the water depth is found to vary only upstream of the change in roughness. Vertical profiles of velocity and turbulence are self-similar upstream of the transition and collapse with the uniform flow profiles. Downstream of the roughness change, velocity and turbulence vary over a 
Introduction
Longitudinal transitions in hydraulic roughness often characterise environmental open channel flows, for example, where floodplain vegetation changes along a river. A first common form of transition is a sudden change in bed roughness. This has been experimentally investigated by Robert et al. [22] , Chen and Chiew [4] , Carravetta and Della Morte [2] . There is a second type of roughness transition between bed roughness and emergent elements, for example, a longitudinal transition in a floodplain between a deeply flooded meadow and a wood. This laboratory study focuses on the latter type of transition featuring a meadow modelled by plastic grass and trees represented by an array of emergent vertical cylinders.
Longitudinal transitions between two bed roughnesses have been widely investigated in the literature for air flows in wind tunnels [1, 6, 18] and in air ducts [25] . The sudden or socalled step change in roughness generates a new layer, which starts at the wall and grows vertically towards the free stream region (or towards the duct axis).
Longitudinal changes in bed roughness for open channel flows have been investigated much less. Chen and Chiew [4] have shown that velocity profile adjustment to the downstream roughness does not extend gradually from the wall to the free stream region as it does in air flows, but simultaneously over the entire flow depth. Chen and Chiew [5] and Carravetta and Della Morte [2] have indicated that additional effects can appear, such as shear stress overshoot, if the roughness step change is associated with a step change in bed level.
Flows through emergent elements, usually vertical cylinder arrays, have been mainly studied under uniform flow conditions [14, 15, 19] . Flow through an emergent cylinder array is driven by a volume drag force, which generates turbulence throughout the water column. This results in constant mean velocity and turbulence quantities throughout the depth. The physical processes are thus very different from those resulting from a boundary layer on a bed roughness, for which turbulence production is limited to the near-bed region [21] . Flows through emergent cylinder arrays are also associated with free surface oscillations, namely transverse waves whose amplitude can reach 35 % of the water depth [30] .
Zong and Nepf [31] and Rominger and Nepf [23] have investigated flows through patches of cylinder arrays occupying only a part of the channel width. Such flows are characterised by a lateral mixing layer developing between the flow through the cylinder array and the free stream. To the author's knowledge, a step change from bed friction to emergent element drag across the entire channel width has not been addressed in the literature. In the present study, we investigate experimentally the transition from (1) bed roughness, typically a fully submerged dense meadow in a river floodplain, to (2) an array of emergent cylinders, typically emergent trees in a wooded floodplain, and vice versa. The cylinder array was installed on the bed roughness to more closely represent actual field conditions.
The first objective of this study is to assess the combined effects of bed friction and cylinder drag within the cylinder array. The second objective is to assess the response of flow depth and velocity to longitudinal change from bed friction to emergent cylinder drag. In particular, the distances upstream and downstream of the transition, beyond which the flow can be considered as uniform, need to be evaluated.
The experimental setup is described in Sect. 2 and includes five flow configurations. Each type of roughness (bed roughness and cylinder array) is investigated under uniform flow conditions. Special attention is given to the flow in the near-bed region within the cylinder array and to the free surface oscillation phenomenon (seiching). The results of this part of the study are presented in Sect. 3. The uniform flows are used as references for studying the roughness transitions, which are presented in Sect. 4 . The water depth response to the roughness transition is first investigated and a 1D momentum equation is used to predict the water surface profile. The response of velocity and turbulence is then analysed. Finally, Sect. 4 ends with the effect of flow non-uniformity on free surface oscillations.
Experimental setup and methodology
Experiments were performed in an 18-m-long, 1 m wide glass-wall flume in the Hydraulics and Hydromorphology Laboratory at Irstea Lyon-Villeurbanne, France. The longitudinal bottom slope was S 0 ¼ 1:05 mm m -1 . Longitudinal, lateral, and vertical coordinates were denoted by x, y, and z, respectively. The channel cross section was rectangular and its width denoted by B = 1 m.
Four main flow configurations were investigated as outlined in meadow to wood (MW) and from wood to meadow (WM). An additional uniform flow with the wood-type vegetation over a smooth glass bed (W0) was also studied. Table 1 reports the 13 flow cases experimented. The notations in the first column of Table 1 refer to the different flow configurations. The roughness upstream or downstream of the roughness step change is called the upstream or the downstream roughness respectively. For the uniform flows, three flow rates were considered for each roughness type. For meadow-type vegetation, the three flow cases correspond to different degrees of blade submergence. For wood-type vegetation, the three flow cases correspond to different bed friction/cylinder drag ratios. In each case, the roughness was uniformly distributed along the whole flume (18 m). The downstream boundary condition (weir level) was adjusted to obtain a constant water depth along the flume (within ±1 mm). Flow rates and weir levels for the roughness transition experiments corresponded to those of uniform flows over the downstream roughness. The roughness step change was located at mid-length of the flume, i.e. 9 m downstream of the inlet tank. This location is also the origin of the longitudinal axis (x = 0).
Plastic artificial grass was used to model meadow-type vegetation. The blades of grass were 5 mm long and very dense such that the flow velocity and flow rate within the canopy could be assumed to be negligible. The blades of grass were rigid and of uniform length, so the vertical axis origin (z = 0) can be accurately defined as the tips of the blades. Woodtype vegetation was modelled using circular wood cylinders uniformly distributed in staggered rows (see Fig. 1b ). The cylinder diameter was D = 10 mm and the cylinder density was N = 81 cylinders m -2 . On a 1:100 scale, these cylinders modelled 1 m diameter trees separated by a mean distance of 11.3 m. According to Terrier [27] , this corresponds to a typical riparian forest in the lower reaches of the River Rhône (France).
The cylinders were installed on the plastic grass (except for test case W0-Q15 for which the bed was smooth glass) and were held in place from above by a wooden superstructure (see Fig. 2a ). Cylinder lateral rows were termed even or odd depending on their even or odd numbers of cylinders. The array was composed of an elementary 80 mm 9 80 mm pattern as shown in Fig. 1b . Points A, B, and C are velocity measuring positions. Point A is 4 cm downstream of a cylinder, Point C is 4 cm upstream of a cylinder and Point B is in the free stream between two longitudinal rows of cylinders.
Water depths were measured using an electronic stage gauge (Mitutoyo 570-302) with an accuracy of ±0.5 mm and free surface oscillations (seiching) were investigated with an ultrasonic sensor (Baumer UNDK20I69) with a repeatability lower than 0.5 mm. Mean velocity and turbulence fluctuations were recorded using a side-looking ADV probe (Nortek Vectrino Plus). The recording time at each point was 180 s and the acquisition rate was 100 Hz. This was found to be sufficient for obtaining converged first and second statistical moments. The ADV raw data were filtered using WinADV freeware based on the de-spiking concept developed by Goring and Nikora [9] . The tracers used for the ADV measurements were hydrogen micro-bubbles, generated by an iron anode (wire) positioned on the flume bottom approximately 3 m upstream of the measuring point. Preliminary measurements showed that this device did not disturb the flow at the measuring location. In addition, the micro-bubble buoyancy was negligible (rising velocity about 5 9 10 -6 m s -1 ). ADV sensor accuracy was 0.5 % of the measured mean velocity (according to the manufacturer). Some uniform flow velocity profiles were measured using a LaVision 2D PIV laser system. The laser sheet entered the flow from the flume bottom through a narrow slot cut in the plastic grass and illuminated a vertical plane (x, z). ADV probe measurements were used to check that the slot did not influence the local flow field. Each PIV profile presented is a timebased average profile for 150 images taken at 5 Hz and a space-based average over a 100 mm longitudinal distance for flows over bed roughness and over a 30 mm longitudinal distance for flows through the cylinder array. The PIV measuring location is at Point C for flows through the cylinder array (see Fig. 1b ), i.e. 40 mm upstream of a cylinder centre (space averaging between 25 and 65 mm upstream of cylinder centre). Unless otherwise stated, the ADV probe was used for measuring all velocities and turbulence quantities presented herein. The flow rate was automatically regulated by control valves and measured by an electromagnetic flowmeter.
Uniform flows
This section focuses on uniform flows subjected to (1) bed friction alone (case M in Fig. 1a ) and (2) combined emergent cylinder drag and bed friction (cases W and W0 in Fig. 1a ). Flow is considered uniform when the flow parameters (water depth, mean velocity, turbulence) remain constant in the downstream direction. In the case of flow through an emergent cylinder array, uniformity is reached when the flow no longer varies from one elementary pattern to another.
Bed friction
The Manning roughness coefficient of the meadow was evaluated as n = 0.0166 s m
based on uniform test cases M-Q7, M-Q15, and M-Q50. Variation in this n-value for the three M-cases was lower than ±2.5 %. It should be noted that bed and side walls do not have the same roughness. The heterogeneous roughness along the wetted perimeter can be approximately taken into account using a Manning formula for composite roughness [28] . The Manning coefficient of the glass wall was estimated in previous experiments: n glass = 0.0096 s m -1/3 with variations lower than 4 % in the range of Reynolds number values considered. Figure 3 shows the vertical profiles of mean longitudinal velocity U for the above three M-cases. Open circles are used for ADV probe measurements and crosses for PIV measurements, which were only available for test cases M-Q7 and M-Q50. ADV and PIV measurements collapse in the upper water column for z [ 20 mm. Below this level, the ADV probe underestimates the mean velocity. In this region, the ADV measurements are scattered and the signal quality is lower; this was not observed with a smooth glass bed. The plastic grass therefore appears to cause defective behaviour of the ADV in this region: it may induce acoustic signal interference or ejection of the tracer from the near-bed region. Measurement difficulties with ADV probes in near-wall regions have been regularly reported [3] . The accuracy of the PIV measurements in the near-bed region has been verified by comparing them with a logarithmic law as shown in Fig. 3 .
Cylinder drag combined with bed friction
This section considers uniform flows through an array of rigid vertical emergent cylinders (cases W and W0). It is important to note that, compared with previous studies of cylinder arrays [14, 15, 19] , the characteristic length of the bed roughness is of the same order of magnitude as the cylinder diameter in this case: k S =D % 0:7, where k S is the equivalent sand grain size of the bed roughness.
Relative weights of bed friction and drag
The flow resistance through a cylinder array is caused by the combination of cylinder drag force and bed friction. According to Nepf [16] , the volume force F arr exerted by a cylinder array can be expressed as:
where a is the frontal area per unit volume of cylinder array (a = ND for circular cylinders; a = 0.81 m -1 in the present case), C D is the drag coefficient of each cylinder and U Q is the bulk velocity. Neglecting the friction on the glass side walls, a 1D force balance between the driving gravity force, the bed friction force and the drag force leads to: 
where S 0 is the channel slope, H is the water depth and s b is the bed shear stress. It should be noted that the fraction of the volume occupied by the cylinders (&6 9 10
) is neglected in this equation.
According to Kothyari et al. [13] , the drag coefficient of one cylinder in a cylinder array is a function of the area concentration of cylinders aD and of the cylinder Reynolds number Re D ¼ U Q D=m. Using the empirical formula of Kothyari et al. [13] and comparing with the C D -value recommended by Nepf [16] , we take C D ¼ 1:2 in the present case. Using the Manning roughness coefficient n determined in Sect. 3.1 for the bed roughness, the bed shear stress is:
Combining Eqs. 2 and 3 gives the stage-discharge relationship:
Equation 4 is based on the assumption that the overall flow resistance is given by simply summing the two contributions, i.e. bed shear stress and drag. This is not the case in general: bed shear stress is actually affected by the cylinders (Eq. 3 is valid for bed roughness alone) and, conversely, bed friction affects the drag in the near-bed region, resulting in a modified mean drag coefficient. The uniform flow depths predicted by Eq. 4 match the experimental data (2.7 % mean relative error), indicating that the previous assumption is consistent in the present case. The effect of bed friction relative to drag force can be quantified using the ratio between the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2:
The R-ratios for the three test cases are reported in Table 1 . Drag forces act as a volume force on the fluid and, therefore, make the velocity field constant in the vertical direction, except in the near-bed region, where bed friction influences the flow and a boundary layer forms [14, 15, 19] . The water column can thus be divided into two parts: (1) a region of constant velocity in the upper part of the water column, termed here the constant-velocity region, and (2) a boundary layer, defined as the region in which the velocity is variable. The space-averaged velocity in the constantvelocity region hUi drag is obtained by assuming that the bed shear stress is zero in Eq. 2:
The velocity hUi drag is independent of water depth, according to the fact that the flow is driven by two volume forces only: gravity and drag. In the present case hUi drag ¼ 14:6 cm s -1 . The difference between this value and the bulk velocity (see Table 1 ) also quantifies the influence of the bed friction on the flow.
Near-bed region
Figure 4a shows vertical profiles of longitudinal mean velocity at Point C (see Fig. 1b ), i.e. 40 mm upstream of a cylinder, for the three test cases with the rough bed (cases W, measurements using PIV) and for the test case with the smooth glass bed (case W0, measurements using ADV probe). The longitudinal velocity is normalised with the velocity hUi drag . For the highest flow rate (W-Q21), the velocity profile is cut and continues outside the PIV measuring window, but it can be assumed to be constant in the upper water column. Water column separation between the constant-velocity region (CVR) and the boundary layer (BL) is shown in Fig. 4 . The boundary layer height d is the same for the four cases (d % 40 mm), and appears to be independent of the water depth and the type of bed roughness. Length d is, therefore, probably dependent on the geometry of the cylinder array only (cylinder density, cylinder diameter, cylinder arrangement). For test case W-Q7 with a relative high R-ratio, only a very small constant-velocity region can be distinguished and the velocity in this region is smaller than that in other cases. As Point C is aligned with a longitudinal row of cylinders, the local constant velocity is lower than the mean uniform velocity hUi drag (spatially averaged over a pattern). A local velocity increase is observed in the near-bed region. This velocity bulge reaches its maximum at z=D ¼ 2 (z = 20 mm); its position is independent of water depth and of bed roughness (rough or smooth). The intensity of the velocity bulge is higher for the smooth case: it represents about ?35 and ?10 % of the velocity in the constant-velocity region for the smooth and the rough case respectively.
A side view of the velocity bulge phenomenon for test case W0-Q15 is illustrated in Fig. 4b . Two lateral velocity profiles in the wake of a cylinder (40 mm downstream of the cylinder centre) are plotted at two different heights: z=D ¼ 1:9 (where the maximum velocity bulge is observed) and at z=D ¼ 4:1 (corresponding to the constant-velocity region). The velocity bulge is clearly visible in the cylinder alignment (y = 260 mm) and is associated with a weaker wake at z=D ¼ 1:9 compared with the wake in the constantvelocity region. On the other hand, in the free stream region between two longitudinal rows of cylinders (280\y\320 mm), the velocity values at z=D ¼ 1:9 and z=D ¼ 4:1 are very similar (despite measurement scatter), indicating that the velocity bulge vanishes in this region. The velocity bulge phenomenon was first reported in the literature by Liu et al. [14] and was reproduced in LES simulations conducted by Stoesser et al. [26] . In common with our observations, Liu et al. [14] found the velocity bulge to be clearly pronounced in line with a cylinder row and to disappear in the free stream region between two longitudinal rows of cylinders. However, unlike the present study, they measured the maximum bulge closer to the bed at z=D % 0:5. Liu et al. [14] explain the velocity bulge by the horseshoe vortex at the foot of the cylinder; the legs of this vortex would transport fast fluid from the free stream region to the wake region. However, for a high bed roughness with a characteristic length of the same order of magnitude as the cylinder diameter, we may ponder whether a horseshoe vortex can in fact develop and whether its formation is not hindered by bedinduced turbulent motion. Figure 5 illustrates the ADV-time series of lateral velocity for test case W0-Q15 at distances of 4 cm upstream of a cylinder (Point C, Fig. 5a ) and of 4 cm downstream of a cylinder (Point A, Fig. 5b ) as well as at four different elevations. Lateral velocity is a good indicator of the presence of periodic coherent structures associated with the von Kármán vortex street. The bed is smooth so the ADV probe measurements in test case W0-Q15 are of good quality even close to the bed. Downstream of the cylinder, clear periodic oscillations of almost constant amplitude can be observed in the constant-velocity region (z=D ¼ 4:1 and 10.1 in Fig. 5b ). These periodic oscillations are dampened, when moving downstream, and become less regular, but they are still visible 4 cm upstream of the next cylinder (z=D ¼ 4:1 and 10.1 in Fig. 5a ). These oscillations are less and less coherent, when moving downwards, until they almost vanish close to the bed (z=D ¼ 1:0), where random fluctuations of bed-induced turbulence can be observed (z=D ¼ 1:0 in Fig. 5a, b) . This analysis infers that the von Kármán vortex street is well developed in the constantvelocity region and is associated with large, high energy vortices, whereas in the boundary layer, the vortex street is unstructured probably by bed-induced turbulence. The drag and energy loss in the cylinder wake are reduced due to the absence of large vortices, which would explain the velocity bulge.
Bed-induced turbulence disorganizes vortex shedding, but also causes additional energy loss. This additional energy loss is smaller for a smooth bed than for a rough bed; this could explain the higher velocity bulge for a smooth bed (W0-Q15) than for a rough bed (W-Q15).
Free surface oscillations
Flows through cylinder arrays are associated with periodic free surface oscillations as observed by previous authors [7, 29, 30] . This physical process has been termed seiching or seiche analogous to the phenomenon occurring in harbours and lakes, although the mechanism generating such oscillations through cylinder arrays is significantly different. In the latter case, seiching results from lift forces induced by the cylinders. Lift forces induced by the different cylinders enter in phase to produce regular transverse standing waves [30] . Seiching in cylinder arrays has been observed for both staggered and in-line cylinder arrangements [11] as well as for randomly distributed cylinders [24] .
Zima and Ackermann [30] have provided a physical explanation of the seiche phenomenon: when the vortex shedding frequency f V of each cylinder is close to the natural frequency of the transverse waves in the channel f TW , then the energy of these transverse waves is amplified. Resonance occurs between the two oscillations and both frequencies become equal (lock-in process). The natural frequency of the transverse waves can be calculated using the equation derived by Zima and Ackermann [30] :
where n 0 is the oscillation mode. Zima and Ackermann [30] have derived a formula for predicting the maximum seiching amplitude and Defina and Pradella [7] have rewritten and extended their formula for any oscillation mode n 0 :
where St is the Strouhal number, the normalised form of the vortex-shedding frequency:
We also observed free surface oscillations during our experiments. Table 2 summarizes these observations: seiching was observed for the two higher flow rates (W-Q15 and W-Q21), but not for the lowest flow rate (W-Q7). Random fluctuations of the free surface only were observed in the latter case.
Seiche frequency f H was evaluated using the water depth fluctuation spectra, in which a clear peak can be distinguished (not shown). Seiche frequency f H is almost the same in flows in which seiching occurs (W-Q15 and W-Q21), and f H % 2:1 Hz. The vortex shedding frequency can be evaluated using the peak frequency f V in the velocity spectrum (not shown). This peak frequency is about f V % 2:1 Hz for W-Q7 and W-Q15. It was not measured for W-Q21, but it can be assumed to be the same because, according to Sect. 3.2.2, the constant-velocity region is identical in test cases W-Q15 and W-Q21. Table 2 reports the natural frequency of transverse waves f TW using oscillation mode n 0 , for which f TW (calculated using Eq. 7) is closest to vortex shedding frequency f V . This oscillation mode is a priori the mode most appropriated for seiching. The most appropriated mode appears to be n 0 ¼ 6 for W-Q15 and W-Q21 (experimentally confirmed, see below) and n 0 ¼ 7 for W-Q7. For these three cases, the corresponding natural transverse wave frequency f TW is very close to the vortex shedding frequency f V and to the seiche frequency f H . This confirms the hypothesis of Zima and Ackermann [30] of a lock-in process between natural transverse waves and vortex shedding. However, this cannot explain why the seiche does not occur for the lowest flow rate W-Q7. In common with the two other cases, frequencies f TW and f V are very similar for W-Q7 and conditions are favourable to frequency lock-in.
Absence of seiching for the lower flow rate W-Q7 could be explained by the strong three-dimensional nature of the flow in this case. Figure 4 shows that for W-Q7, the constant-velocity region, in which the von Kármán vortex street is well developed, occupies a very small part of the water column. Below z ¼ 40 mm, the von Kármán vortex street is disorganised due to near-bed turbulence (see Fig. 5 in Sect. 3.2.2). The lift forces, which are the seiche driving forces, are therefore smaller and less periodic than in flow cases with a large constant-velocity region. This means that the water depth/boundary layer height ratio (H=d) is an important parameter for the seiche. No seiche can occur if this ratio is too close to 1. For example, there is a seiche for W-Q15, for which H=d ¼ 2:05, but there is no seiche for W-Q7, for which H=d ¼ 1:38.
The seiching in test case W-Q15 was investigated in more detail. The time required to reach a steady state was found to be very long (several hours) as shown in Fig. 6 . Twenty minutes after starting the experiment (1:8 Â 10 4 D=U drag ), the oscillations have a quite constant period but the amplitude fluctuates with time. After 5 h (2:6 Â 10 5 D=U drag ), the amplitude has increased and remains constant. This observation allows us to deduce that bringing all cylinder wakes into phase is a very slow process. Figure 7 shows two lateral profiles of the flow depth standard deviation, located downstream from an even row (Position 1 in Fig. 1b) and an odd row (Position 2), respectively, and after seiching convergence. The standard deviation profile is the same for the two rows, indicating that the seiche is a purely transversal standing wave, the longitudinal heterogeneity of the flow within the cylinder array having no incidence. Antinodes are the locations with maximum standard deviation. From Fig. 7 the distance between two antinodes can be evaluated at 165 mm, corresponding to an estimated wavelength of 330 mm. As antinodes also are the locations where the transverse flow rate is zero, two antinodes are located at each side-wall of the flume [20] . Since the channel width is B ¼ 1000 mm, it can be concluded that the mode of oscillation is n 0 ¼ 6, which indeed corresponds to the most appropriate oscillation mode calculated above, and there is exactly three wavelengths across the channel, as sketched in Fig. 1b . Table 2 reports the maximum seiche amplitude A, i.e. the amplitude at an antinode and at mid-length of the cylinder array (see Sect. 4.3 for the longitudinal variation in seiche amplitude) as well as the seiche amplitude A Zima predicted using Eq. 8 for the most appropriated mode n 0 . The Zima and Ackermann [30] equation provides an excellent estimation of seiching amplitude for W-Q21, but underestimates by a factor 2 the measured seiching amplitudes for W-Q15. It does not predict that the W-Q15 seiche is larger than the W-Q21 seiche nor that no seiching occurs in test case W-Q7.
Longitudinal roughness transitions
In this section, we investigate non-uniform flows associated with a longitudinal transition from bed friction to emergent cylinder drag and vice versa. We first analyse the longitudinal variation in water depth, mean velocity and turbulence. The effect of flow nonuniformity on the seiche phenomenon is subsequently considered. Figure 8 shows the longitudinal variations in water depth for the six test cases involving a roughness transition (see Table 1 ). The water depth varies only upstream of the transition. Downstream, the uniform water depth related to the downstream roughness is immediately reached (compare with uniform water depth in Table 1 ). In the following discussion, a simple 1D-momentum equation is introduced to calculate the water depth in a non-uniform flow subjected to bed friction and emergent cylinder drag.
Water depth
Non-uniform open channel flow over a conventional bed roughness is described by the 1D shallow water equation provided by Graf and Altinakar [10] , for example. To account for the drag forces exerted by the cylinder array, this equation can be modified (see Dupuis et al. [8] for more detail) into:
in which the drag force term is the third term on the right-hand side of the equation. The second term on the right-hand side is the bed friction term, expressed using the Manning coefficient n. The values of n and C D provided by uniform flow cases (see Sect. 3) are used to solve Eq. 9. These solutions have been plotted as dotted lines in Fig. 8 . Computation starts from the most downstream measuring point. This value does not exactly match the uniform water depth, so a slight water depth variation can be sometimes observed in the downstream reach. Moreover, discrepancies between the model and the measurements may be related to the Eq. 3 insufficiency for modelling bed shear stress with an emergent cylinder array (second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 9). Very satisfactory results are nevertheless obtained: the model reproduces the measuring points with a mean relative error of e ¼ 0:9 % and a maximum relative error of e max ¼ 3:8 %.
The 1D-momentum equation was used to extrapolate the longitudinal profiles of water depth further upstream. The results are shown in Fig. 9 in non-dimensional form: H up and H dw refer to the uniform water depth associated with the upstream and downstream roughnesses, respectively. The distance required to reach equilibrium upstream of the transition L up is defined as the distance, at which the water surface slope is jdH=dxj ¼ 10 À6 . For the six flow cases, L up =H up ¼ 2580 AE 15 % and thus L up approximately scales with H up . This implies that, for a given flow rate, a roughness step change with downstream increasing roughness will reach equilibrium over a shorter distance than a roughness step change with downstream decreasing roughness.
When bed friction is negligible compared to drag forces (R\0:1), the bed friction terms in Eqs. 2 and 9 can be assumed to be zero. Combining these equations then gives:
with H ¼ H=H up and x ¼ x=H up . Considering that ð1 À Fr 2 Þ % cst % 1, which is a good approximation for flows in cylinder arrays (see Table 1 ), Eq. 10 can be solved analytically (but implicitly):
Equation 11 has been plotted for the three wood-to-meadow cases illustrated in Fig. 8d-f as solid lines. Since the analytical equation neglects bed friction, it has been applied only to the wood area (x \ 0). The analytical solution reproduces the measurements for test cases WM-Q50 and WM-Q15 with mean relative errors of e ¼ 2:4 and e ¼ 3:6 %, respectively. For test case WM-Q7, the errors are larger (e ¼ 5:5 %) since bed roughness has a greater influence (R % 0:4). (Fig. 10a) indicates flow self-similarity. No shape deviation was observed even very close to the roughness step change. Figure 10a also shows the uniform velocity profile over the meadow (taken from test case M-Q50 and measured with PIV). The normalised profiles of test case MW-Q15 collapse with the normalised uniform flow profile. Depth-averaged flow MW-Q15 is decelerating (water depth increasing in the upstream reach when going downstream). Kironoto and Graf [12] have shown that there is a deviation from the uniform normalised profile, when flows are sufficiently accelerated or decelerated. In this case, flow deceleration upstream of the transition is not large enough for deviation from the uniform distribution. Figure 10 shows that longitudinal changes in the mean velocity profile are only observed downstream of the transition (Fig. 10b) , where the logarithmic profile changes gradually into the characteristic constant velocity profile of the wood (blue crosses indicate the uniform flow profile). Figure 11 shows the vertical profiles of longitudinal turbulence intensity at the same xpositions as in Fig. 10 . The turbulence intensity is normalised by the local shear velocity
, where S f is the equivalent bed friction slope determined from the Man-
In common with the velocity, normalised turbulence intensity is relatively self-similar upstream of the transition (Fig. 11a ) and the vertical distribution is close to the uniform one. Downstream of the transition (Fig. 11b) , the turbulence intensity profile adapts to the downstream roughness: starting with an exponential form characteristic of bed roughness [17] , which persists at x ¼ 0:21 m, the turbulence intensity increases and becomes uniformly distributed along the water column.
The above flow dynamics for the meadow-to-wood transition were also observed for the reverse wood-to-meadow transition (not shown here, see Dupuis et al. [8] ). The flow is self-similar upstream of the transition, the normalised profiles collapse with the uniform flow profile; downstream of the transition, the vertical profile changes gradually into the uniform profile of downstream roughness. As observed by Chen and Chiew [4] , the vertical profile downstream of the transition is simultaneously transformed across the entire flow depth and not gradually from the wall to the top of the boundary layer, as is the case for air flows.
For the three transition flows investigated with the ADV probe (MW-Q15,WM-Q15 and WM-Q50), the downstream distance L dw from the transition before reaching the uniform flow (for mean velocity and turbulence) can be estimated as L dw =H dw % 35-50. No effect of flow rate and transition type could be established over this distance, but further experiments with more configurations and with a more precise determination of L dw are required to be able to conclude on this issue.
Free surface oscillations
The seiche phenomenon (see Sect. 3.2.3) was also observed when there was a roughness transition. The free surface oscillations in meadow-to-wood transition MW-Q15 were studied in detail to examine how flow non-uniformity affects seiching. Defina and Pradella [7] theoretically showed that a longitudinal water depth gradient should reduce seiching. Figure 12 illustrates the longitudinal variation in flow depth standard deviation, along an antinode line for a uniform flow through a cylinder array and for a meadow-to-wood transition under the same flow rate (test cases W-Q15 and MW-Q15). For the uniform flow case, the seiche longitudinal profile is triangular with a maximum intensity almost at mid- length of the cylinder array. For MW-Q15 (cylinder array occupying only second half of flume), the seiche intensity decreases dramatically outside the cylinder array. However, the time series of the free surface elevation show that seiching persists outside the cylinder array. Coherent free surface oscillations with the same frequency were observed as far as the upstream end of the channel, although their amplitudes become very small. Within the cylinder array, the seiche intensity was also triangular with a maximum intensity at midlength of the cylinder array.
Sarkar [24] has also noted an almost triangular shape of the seiche amplitude longitudinal profile. However, Sarkar finds the maximum amplitude to be at one fifth of the total length of the cylinder array, which is different to our finding that the maximum amplitude is at mid-length. This difference could be attributed to non-uniformity of the flow within the cylinder array in Sarkar's experiments.
The peak intensity of the seiche is lower in roughness transition case MW-Q15 than in uniform flow case W-Q15. This may be due to the shorter length of the cylinder array. Flow non-uniformity in the first metres after the meadow-to-wood step change in test case MW-Q15 (see Sect. 4.2) may also contribute to lower peak seiche intensity. Figure 12 indicates that the seiche amplitude is closely dependent on longitudinal position within the array. However, this parameter is never considered in the expressions that can be found in the literature for evaluating seiche amplitude (reviewed by Defina and Pradella [7] ). Figure 12 also shows that the length of the cylinder array influences the maximum oscillation amplitude. This differs from the result of Zima and Ackermann [30] who stated that when the cylinder array is longer than a minimum length of the order of six cylinder rows, the wave amplitude is independent on the cylinder array length. These facts could partly explain the wide variation in seiche amplitude measurements found in the literature. The values presented in Table 2 are the maximum seiche amplitudes over the channel length.
The flow accelerates within the cylinder array and the water depth varies in the woodto-meadow transition. This means that the vortex shedding and the natural frequency of the transverse waves vary in the longitudinal direction. If the vortex shedding frequency varies too much, no resonance can be expected to occur on the array scale. To test this hypothesis (seiching was unfortunately not investigated for the WM cases), we studied two accelerated flows in a cylinder array occupying the whole flume under the same flow rate Q ¼ 15 L s -1 : a lower acceleration with a water depth gradient of dH=dx ¼ À0:6 mm m -1 (Hðx ¼ 0Þ ¼ 92 mm) and a higher acceleration with a water depth gradient of dH=dx ¼ À1:3 mm m -1 (Hðx ¼ 0Þ ¼ 84 mm). The accelerated flows were obtained by lowering the flume downstream weir. Figure 13 illustrates the flow depth standard deviations for these two accelerated flows. The variations in Strouhal frequency, using and df St =dx ¼ 0:055 Hz m -1 , respectively. Periodic free surface oscillations were observed in the water depth time series. However, the fluctuation amplitudes were lower than those in the uniform flow case (W-Q15): the amplitudes are approximately one half and one quarter of those of the uniform flow case for the lower and higher accelerations respectively. The water depth time series show that the frequency along the flume is constant for both flows. It can be concluded that, although the seiche can still be observed when the flow is non-uniform within the cylinder array, its intensity is greatly reduced.
Conclusion
The combined effects of bed friction and cylinder drag were analysed for uniform flows through an array of emergent cylinders installed on a rough bed (dense meadow) or a smooth bed (glass bottom). The water column within a cylinder array could be divided into a constant-velocity region in the upper water column and a boundary layer in the near-bed region. The boundary layer height was found to be independent of the water depth and of the bed surface condition (rough or smooth). Conversely, the shape of the boundary layer was dependent on the bed roughness. A local increase in longitudinal velocity (velocity bulge) was observed near the bed in line with a longitudinal row of cylinders. This velocity bulge may be related to the effect of bed-induced turbulence. The latter disorganizes the von Kármán vortex street, resulting in smaller drag forces and less momentum loss in the cylinder wake. Additional energy loss is due to the bed friction in the near-bed region. Friction is higher for a rough bed than for a smooth bed, so near-bed velocity is lower and velocity bulge is weaker in the case of a rough bed.
Longitudinal roughness transitions between bed friction and emergent cylinder drag, and vice versa, were then investigated. Flow depth and velocity responses to roughness transitions were found to oppose each other. The water depth varied upstream of a roughness transition, while the vertical profiles of mean longitudinal velocity and turbulence remained constant and similar to uniform flow profiles, if the former parameters were normalised by the local section-averaged mean velocity and the local shear velocity, respectively. The water depth was constant downstream of the transition, while a vertical redistribution of mass and momentum occurred over a longitudinal distance of L dw =H dw % 35-50, where H dw is the uniform flow depth of the downstream roughness.
A 1D momentum equation including a volume drag force was used to predict the water depth profile with a mean error of 0.9 %. This equation was also used to calculate the Free surface oscillations (seiching) were observed through the cylinder array under uniform and non-uniform flow conditions. Several hours were required to achieve constant amplitude oscillations. The amplitude was found to be dependent on the longitudinal position within the array with a peak value at its mid-length. Furthermore, the seiching decreased with a decreasing array length. The seiche driving forces are the periodic lift forces in the cylinder wake. These were found to be only present in the constant-velocity region, whereas they were prevented in the boundary layer because of the disorganization of the von Kármán vortex street. Therefore, if the water depth/boundary layer height ratio was close to unity, no seiche appeared. Finally, the seiching process was found to decrease with increasing flow non-uniformity. This could be associated with the increasing Strouhal frequency gradient along the cylinder array, which curtails synchronization between cylinder wakes.
